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The problem
Through the study of our potential user, we have reached three key 
conclusions:

Difficulty for the platforms to recommend something beyond what you 
have already seen since the algorithm works on the past and they are not 
capable of making good predictions.

Not having a reliable space to discover new content to watch.

Frustration due to the waste of time spent searching for content that 
corresponds to their interests.
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have a hard time choosing what 
to watch.

gets frustrated or turns off the TV.

population consumes V.O.D.

Some figures of 
consumption habits.



We offer a safe space 
where you can discover, 
recommend and value 
new audiovisual content 
from V.O.D. streaming 
platforms.

What we do?



When you discover our social network your 
leisure time changes. You go from vanity to 

relevant moments.
 

From wasting time searching through a boring 
catalog to trusting your environment to 

discover new content to consume.

Our value proposition



We have thoroughly 
researched our sector 
and market niche.

Who is our competition?



Who is our competition and why we are your 
ideal alternative.

We position ourselves in a blue ocean.

Streaming Guide

Web

Social MediaDatabase platform



Our market currently 
moves more than 1,200 
million users around the 
world.

 90.000 M $
in consuption

83%
of households with connected TV



International presenceInternational presence
Available in 176 countries and 11 languages



When you don't know where to eat, TripAdvisor.

When you don't know where to buy, Amazon.

When you don't know where to stay, Airbnb.

bubbo show the best for you.



Introducing bubbo.
The solution to this problem.
We provide a space where you can discover new 
audiovisual content based on your preferences 
and interests and recommend the titles that you 
liked the most.

A place for you to interact with other people and 
appreciate the latest releases and releases, also 
receiving content suggestions from other users 
with similar tastes to yours.

So you'll really know what to watch!



Bubbo Social Media

Your leisure time starts now.



All you can do, for now.

See recommendations from other users.

Rate content.

Create and view user profiles.

Information sheet of movies and series.

Direct access to the content.

Save titles in your watchlist.

Search content.

Know the latest releases and upcoming 
releases.

Now available on your smartphone.



Introducing Alber, our AI chatbot system

Just have to summon it and tell what you want to see. The rest is magic.



Integrated platforms



"Our goal is to save time and frustration for users 
of video-on-demand platforms, thanks to other 
people's personalized content recommendations.
That way they'll always know what to watch."

Javier Pérez | Co-founder  & CEO



User forecast
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Enjoy more than 400 thematic 
channels, free and without 

registration.



Available worldwide
in web browsers.



Now available in

And on Q2 2023 it reaches





Forecast of daily visits
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Our business model.

Advertising spaces for V.O.D. or brands in which 
they can announce premieres and releases of new 
titles or products and services to end users.

CPA Affiliation: €5-€25.

bubbo Ads, monthly subscription: €49.99/month.

Advertising platform:
Available Q4 2023. CPM: €15-€30



Our business model.

Bubbo PLUS.
Subscription with advanced features 
for users of the Social Media app.

Price: € 1,99/month or € 19,99/year



Our business model.

Automated Bubbo Ads.
Presence of skipable and 
monetizable video ads through the 
volume of impacts generated.

1,000 views of a channel = €3

Bubbo TV Premium.
Subscription plan to eliminate ads 
and enjoy immediate connection and 
more than 80 premium channels.

Price: € 2.99/month | € 29,99/year



Revenue forecast
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The Bubbo´s dream team.
Who are we?

Javier Pérez
Co-Founder & CEO

Strategic direction.
Product vision.
B2B relations.
Fundraising.

Financial direction.
Calls, projects and
public subsidies.

Ángel Martínez
Co-Founder & CFO

Tech Lead. APP development.
Responsible for the 

technological part of the 
company.

Chema Montaña
Co-Founder & CTO

Others members.

Project Manager, Full Stack Developers, Product Designer, Social Media Manager, Digital Marketing Manager, 

ASO Specialist & Video Producer.



Road Map 2022 - 2024

Apps B2C

Investment

Bubbo AI B2B 

Follow-up

Social media app launch User acquisition Bubbo TV

Crowdfunding: 90,5K€

AI Data Analyze

Seed round: 500.000€ Serie A: 10M€

Suite AI PaaS 

Scale Up GlobalTraction & KPI´s Growth



Financing 
round

What are we looking for?

Round Period:

Deadline: until June 30, 2023.

Return:

Exit opportunity from 2025.
Profitability: X20-X100.

The destination of the funds is:

Expansion of the team.
Acquisition of bubbo TV content.
Innovation and product development.
Cloud infrastructure.
Legal.
International expantion.

2.500.000€
Preomey

16,67%

400.000€

total equity

2.000.000€

Premoney -20%
Bonus

100.000€
Smartmoney

COMMITTED!

Minimum ticket 50K€



Javier Pérez

677 20 06 17
javi@bubbo.app
www.bubbo.app

Book a meet


